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1. Is there a rationale for addressing wealth inequality through 

the tax system?

2. If so, is a net wealth tax the most appropriate instrument?

3. What have been the practical experiences of countries that 

currently have or previously had net wealth taxes?

4. if a country has decided to implement a net wealth tax, how 

should it be designed?

Key questions
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The number of countries with net wealth 

taxes has dropped from 12 to 4 since 1990

Number of OECD countries levying individual net wealth taxes over time

Source: OECD Net Wealth Tax Questionnaire
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Wealth taxes have generally accounted 

for a very small share of revenues

Individual net wealth tax revenues as % of GDP and total taxation in 2015

Source: OECD Revenue Statistics Database
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Over time, revenues from wealth taxes, 

and property taxes overall, have declined

Property tax revenues as a share of total taxation – OECD average since 1965

Source: OECD Revenue Statistics Database
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Income inequality has increased over the 

last 30 years

Disposable income Gini coefficients, mid-1980s and 2015 (or latest available 

year) in 22 OECD countries

Source: OECD Income Distribution Database
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Wealth inequality is much greater than 

income inequality

Distributions of household disposable income and net wealth across deciles
Average of 18 OECD countries, 2010 or latest available year
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Source: OECD (2015) based on OECD Wealth Distribution Database and Income Distribution Database 
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There is some indication that wealth 

inequality has also increased

Evolution of the top 1% net personal wealth share in France, the UK and the US 

between 1920 and 2015 (or latest available year)

Source: World Wealth & Income Database
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Wealth primarily consists of real assets, 

but less so at the top

Wealth composition and average net wealth by quintile for 18 OECD countries
2010 or latest available year, values in 2005 USD

Source: OECD (2015) based OECD Wealth Distribution Database
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Net wealth taxes vs. capital income taxes

Similarities

Differences

E.g. for a taxpayer with net wealth of EUR 10 million that earns a 
4% return: 

30% capital income tax = 1.2% wealth tax

• A wealth tax is equivalent to taxing a presumptive return, 
regardless of the actual return

• A net wealth tax can be more comprehensive than a capital 
income tax

• A wealth tax is in theory levied on an accrual basis
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• NWTs are levied on a broad range of capital stock

( recurrent taxes on immovable property)

• NWTs are levied on a regular basis ( sporadic capital levies 

or taxes on wealth transfers)

• NWTs are levied on both inherited and self-made wealth      

( inheritance/estate taxes)

• NWTs are levied on net assets (like inheritance/estate taxes; 

recurrent taxes on immovable property)

Net wealth taxes vs. other property taxes
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Reducing wealth inequality and promoting equality of 
opportunity

• Capital income taxes alone will most likely not be enough to 
address wealth inequality

• NWTs are one way to reduce wealth concentration

• Stronger efficiency and equity arguments for inheritance taxes

Wealth provides benefits above and beyond income

• Benefits include power, insurance, etc., which should be taxed in 
their own right

• Those benefits may be hard to value and often accrue only to the 
very top 

Wealth taxes: Pros (1)
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Net wealth taxes could be a substitute for capital income taxes 
• A NWT deters investment in low-yield assets more 

productive use of assets

• But high yield does not always reflect higher productivity

Net wealth taxes could be a substitute for capital gains taxes
• Increase in asset values taxed under a NWT

• But taxation on accrual under a NWT and even a low NWT tax 

translates into a high effective tax on capital gains

• Alternatives could be to tax capital gains on accrual or a wealth 
accretion tax

Net wealth taxes could be a substitute for inheritance taxes
• A NWT also reduces the value of wealth transfers at death

• However, even a low NWT translates into a high effective tax on 
the transfer of wealth at death

Wealth taxes: Pros (2)
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Distortions to savings and investment
• In a way that is comparable to capital income taxes, NWTs distort 

saving behaviours 

• But a NWT is equivalent to taxing the normal return to savings and 

exempting excess returns 
• A NWT may also generate distortions between different assets

• However, distortions depend on the rest of the tax system and 

NWT design

Negative effects on entrepreneurship and risk-taking
• If income is zero/negative, the NWT liability will be positive if the 

value of assets is positive

• Problematic e.g. for entrepreneurs with low/negative profits in 

their first few years

Wealth taxes: Cons (1)
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NWT on top of capital income taxes can 

result in very high ETRs

METRs on different assets with and without net wealth taxes

Source: Data from OECD Taxation of Household Savings (forthcoming)
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Liquidity concerns
• Liquidity constraints for high-wealth low-income taxpayers

• However, ways to mitigate liquidity issues (e.g. payment in 

instalments)

Penalisation of low-return and less diversified asset holders
• The effective NWT rate decreases when actual returns increase 

• Assets held by the very wealthy are often exempt/taxed 

preferentially

Horizontal inequity over the lifecycle

• Households who save a lot when they are young to consume 

when they are older will pay more tax than those who spread 

their consumption more equally over time

Wealth taxes: Cons (2)
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Valuation and other administrative issues

• Difficulties in valuing non- or infrequently traded assets

• Costly to update asset values every year

Capital flight and fiscal expatriation

• Mix of source and residence-based taxation, so risk of capital flight and people 
changing their tax residence to avoid NWTs

• Evidence on capital flight and fiscal expatriation tends to be anecdotal 

Tax avoidance and evasion

• Increasing capital mobility has also encouraged tax avoidance and evasion

• Progress on tax transparency (EOIR and AEOI) is reducing opportunities for 
international evasion

• Domestic tax avoidance opportunities, in particular due to numerous 
exemptions/reliefs

Wealth taxes: Cons (3)
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• There is a strong case for addressing wealth inequality through the tax 

system. 

• There are many channels through which tax systems can affect wealth 

inequality. 

• Overall, there is less of a case for having a NWT on top of a broad-based 

capital income tax system and well-designed inheritance and gift taxes. 

• However, in countries where the taxation of capital income – including 

capital gains – is low or where inheritance taxes are not levied, there is a 

stronger case for a NWT. 

Conclusions
The case for and against net wealth taxes
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• April 2009: G20 announces “the era of bank secrecy is over” and the Global Forum was 

restructured - now 142 members

• Exchange of Information on Request  (EOIR). By 2016, over 250 peer reviews conducted and 

116 jurisdictions rated

• New rounds of EOIR have commenced against strengthened terms of reference, including 

availability of beneficial ownership (2016-2020)

• In 2014, Global Forum endorsed the Common Reporting Standard,  allowing Automatic 

Exchange of Information (AEOI)

• 101 countries have committed  to make first exchanges by 2017/1
22

Exchange of information and 
capital tax 

• Key challenge of taxing capital is that it is mobile.

• Estimated USD 6-7 Trillion hidden offshore (Zucman, 2013) 

• Key challenge is that governments’ do not know what taxpayers hold offshore

Key challenge of taxing capital is that it is mobile.

Tax Transparency Exchange of Information



• This charts show the 
EOIR relationships 
amongst OECD and 
G20 countries in 
2009. 

The Network of EOIR Agreements

2009

Data are
Preliminary and 
subject to revision



• The network of EOIR 
agreements was 
completed by 2017. 
All OECD and G20 
countries now 
exchange information 
on request with each 
other. 

The Network of EOIR Agreements

2017



• In 2009 the network 
between OECD/G20 
countries and offshore 
financial centres* was less 
well developed. 

The Network of EOIR Agreements

2009

*IMF (2000) definition of OFC used. 



• In 2009 the network 
between OECD/G20 
countries and offshore 
financial centres* was less 
well developed. 

• But it has also expanded 
substantially by 2017. 

• There are still some 
offshore jurisdictions that 
do not exchange 
information according to 
the latest data. 

The Network of EOIR Agreements

2017
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How can EOI increase inclusiveness of 

international tax system? 

• EOI might have the effect of making it harder to keep 
capital offshore – and thus reducing the challenges that 
come with taxing hidden wealth. 

– Might this make it easier to tax capital and wealth? 

– Lots of further issues about expanding EOI, and ensuring that tax 
administrations have the capacity to use the information? 

– Still important to close loopholes (e.g. ways to disguise ownership of 
assets)

– Also the fact that taxpayers can shift their own residency. 
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Government level and tax unit

Government level

Tax unit

• National level tax: e.g. France
• Local/Municipal level tax: e.g. Switzerland
• National and local tax: e.g. Norway

• The practice has generally been to use the family 
as the tax unit 

• Generally, the tax exemption threshold is doubled 
for married couples, but not always
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Varying tax exemption thresholds

Countries Single taxpayer Married couple

Austria × ×

France 1,300,000 1,300,000

Germany 61,355 ×

Iceland 473,248 630,997

Ireland 88,882 126,974

Luxembourg × ×

Netherlands 90,756 113,445

Norway 157,833 315,666

Spain 700,000 1,400,000**

Sweden 166,214 221,619

Switzerland*** 67,550 135,100

Tax exemptions thresholds in 2017 or in the latest year of operation, in EUR

Source: OECD Net Wealth Tax Questionnaire
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Numerous tax exemptions and reliefs 

narrow tax bases

Categories of assets Assets 
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Immovable property Buildings T T T T T T T T TP TP 
Main residence × TP × E T TP TP TP TP TP 
Woods and forests × TP T E T E T TP × TP 

Agricultural or rural assets × TP T TP T T TP TP TP TP 
Land T T T T T T T T × TP 

Movable property Furniture T T × T T E T TP × E 
Artwork and antiques T E E E T E T TP E TP 
Jewellery T T × T T TP T T E T 
Vehicles T T × T T T E T E TP 

Financial assets Shares T T × T TP T T TP T T 
Life insurance × T × × × E E T T T 
Bonds T T × T × T T T T T 
Liquidities T T × T TP T E T T T 
IP rights T T E × E T E E × T 
Pension savings × E E E E E E E E E 
Business assets T E TP TP TP TP TP E E TP 

 

Treatment of assets under net wealth taxes

Source: OECD Net Wealth Tax Questionnaire
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Other key tax base issues:

valuation rules & debt deductibility

Valuation rules

Debt deductibility

• Market values typically used for housing property
• Closing stock market values or average trading 

price in end-of-the year period used for listed 
shares

• Varying valuation rules for unlisted shares 
• Insured values can be used for artwork or high-

value jewellery
• Valuation dates also differ

• Some countries have excluded debts incurred to 
acquire exempt assets from deductible liabilities

• For assets only partly included in the wealth tax 
base, rules often restrict the deductibility of debts
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Tax rates have varied, but a majority of 

countries have used flat rates

Bottom and top net wealth tax rates in 2017 or in the latest year of operation
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Austria France Germany Ireland Luxembourg Netherlands Norway Spain Sweden Switzerland*

Bottom net wealth tax rates Top net wealth tax rates

Source: OECD Net Wealth Tax Questionnaire
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Wealth tax avoidance & evasion

Avoidance through tax 

caps

Avoidance through the 

business asset 

exemption

Avoidance through trusts

Hiding assets abroad

Issue: Transferring assets to a trust
Solution(s): treating trusts as “see-through” entities 
(e.g. France, Spain)

Issue: Minimising income to minimise wealth tax liability
Solution(s): “floor” provisions (e.g. Spain)

Issue: Sheltering assets in a business
Solution(s): clear criteria for the business asset exemption

Issue: Holding assets abroad and not declaring them
Solution(s): greater transparency through EOIR and 
AEOI
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• Low tax rates, especially if the NWT comes on top of capital income taxes

• Progressive tax rates

• Limited exemptions and reliefs

• An exemption for business assets, with clear requirements

• An exemption for personal and household effects up to a certain value

• Allowing debts to be deductible only if they have been incurred to acquire taxable assets

• Measures allowing payments in instalments for taxpayers facing liquidity constraints

• Asset values based on market values, although the tax base could amount to a fixed 
percentage of that market value

• Treating the value of specific asset classes or taxpayers’ net wealth as fixed for a few years

• Treating trusts as “see-through” entities

• Continued efforts to enhance tax transparency and exchange of information

• Developing third-party reporting 

• Regularly evaluating the effects of the wealth tax

Conclusions
Main tax design recommendations
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